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High-pressure high-temperature x-ray diffraction of b-boron to 30 GPa
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The high-pressure/high-temperature behavior of boron has been investigated up to 30 GPa using x-ray
diffraction techniques. We have investigated the isothermal compressibility of rhombohedral-105 (R-105)
boron to 30.7 GPa, and determined the bulk modulusK0T to be 205(616) GPa withK0T8 54.3(61.6). We
found that thea direction ofR-105 boron~hexagonal setting! is less compressible thanc, which indicates that
the B10-B-B10 chain is less rigid than theB12 cluster. HighP-T studies were conducted using double-sided
laser heating to temperatures of 3500 K.R-105 boron transforms above 10 GPa at high temperature to a
tetragonal phase that remains onP-T quenching. The transformation results in both a higher density and higher
entropy phase and is consistent with the formation of theT-192 phase of boron.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.174116 PACS number~s!: 81.40.Vw, 61.50.Ks, 64.30.1t, 81.30.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fact that boron is the first nonmetal solid element
the Periodic Table makes it an extraordinarily interest
topic in physics and chemistry. Twelve-atom clusters co
prise pure boron and some boron-rich compounds, with e
boron atom located on a vertex of an icosahedron. Boron
a characteristic electron-deficient nature~i.e., four bonding
orbitals, but only three bonding electrons from each ato!,
and is proposed to form three-center valence bonds in es
lishing the icosahedral framework and two-center plus so
three-center valence bonds linking the icosahedra.1 The in-
tericosahedral linkages have comparable strength with th
of intra-icosahedra. Consequently, the icosahedral boron
ids are not considered molecular solids although the
element cluster is the unifying motif under ambient pressu
Little is known about the comparative bond stability betwe
the two sorts of bonds as well as the transformations of
basic structural units under extreme conditions.

Many previous studies of boron concentrated on the s
thesis and structural characterization of pure forms. At le
15 crystalline forms as well as glass have been propose
identified at different temperatures and/or fabricati
conditions.2 Only some of them have established crys
structures, whereas the rest are either characterized on
proposed diffraction indexing or simply by their reported d
fraction patterns.2 Numerous contradictions have arisen, i
cluding the proposal that only glassy boron,R-12, and
T-192 boron exist for the pure element, whereas most of
previously reported crystal structures, including the m
commonb-boron ~B-105!, correspond to those of differen
borides.3 Hence, further investigations are necessary to
solve problems in the basic structural properties in this e
ment. Problems also persist regarding reported high-pres
data for boron. Bridgman4 performed compressibility stud
ies. Wentorf5 compressed boron in a multi-anvil apparatus
more than 10 GPa between 1500 and 2000 °C, and repor
21 line x-ray diffraction pattern of the quenched sam
~with the possibility of some sample impurities!. Nelmes
et al.6 employed neutron powder diffraction in a Pari
0163-1829/2003/67~17!/174116~6!/$20.00 67 1741
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Edinburgh cell and measured the bulk moduli ofb-boron and
used x-ray diffraction to examinea boron. Related studies o
boron-rich solids suggested the possibility of ‘‘inverse’’ m
lecular compression,7 but this interpretation has bee
contested.8

Structural studies are also important for understand
other high-pressure data on boron. There have been q
tions regarding the interpretation of the vibrational spectru
This has been addressed in a high-pressure study of the
man spectrum by Vastet al.9 ~see also references therein!.
Recently, the electrical conductivity was measured a
showed discontinuities near 35 and 180 GPa, the latter
responding to the transition to the superconducting state
persists to at least 250 GPa, whereTc511 K ~Ref. 10!. The
transformation is close to a theoretically predicted dissoc
tion of the icosahedra.11 However, there is no experimenta
information on the proposed structural changes.

Thus, we have little understanding of the structural beh
ior of boron at high pressure despite several decades o
vestigation. The main reason may mainly be ascribed to
complexity of the boron crystal structures themselves. A
low-Z element, boron has a very small x-ray scattering cro
section that renders these experiments difficult. The e
tence of a large number of borides and the problem
sample contamination further complicate the investigatio
The utilization and development of intense synchrotr
sources for x-ray diffraction in diamond anvil cells,12 make it
possible to undertake in situ high-pressure studies of b
boron materials. In addition, the application of high pow
lasers to generate high temperatures in diamond cells
vides us with a powerful tool to overcome kinetic barriers f
driving high-pressure phase transformations. In this pa
we present an investigation of the stability ofR-105 boron
and high-pressure transformations through the use of s
chrotron x-ray diffraction coupled with some newly deve
oped sampling methods.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Symmetrical diamond cells12 with 300-mm-culet dia-
monds were used in all of the experiments. Rhenium w
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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chosen as a gasket and 4:1 methanol and ethanol as pre
medium. The ruby fluorescence method was used for p
sure calibration. A high purity boron sample~99.9999%, Alfa
Aesar Co.! was confirmed by diffraction to have theR-105
structure, with a510.91(63) Å, c523.8(61) Å, V
52450(611) Å3, and r52.307 g cm23, consistent with
previous results.2 Sample flakes with dimension of about 5
mm in diameter and 15mm thick were obtained by aggrega
ing material in a diamond cell. Diffraction patterns we
taken to maximum pressure of 30.7 GPa in two separate
to determine the equation of state and examine poss
phase transitions at room temperature.

High P-T studies of boron were carried out using diamo
cells described above together with a double-side laser h
ing technique.13,14 A high-power multimode YAG~yttrium
aluminum garnet! laser was selected to generate a large u
form heating spot~50mm!. The laser beam was split into tw
parts by a 50/50 high-energy laser prism splitter, which w
focused from both sides through the diamond on to
sample. The thermal emission was measured with
spectrometer/CCD detector system, from which temperat
were calculated. The heating was monitored visually with
optical microscope and camera. The gasket hole was
mm, which is sufficiently large in comparison to the x-ra
beam to avoid diffraction by the gasket. To generate hom
geneous heating conditions, NaCl and argon were use
both insulator and pressure media. In the runs with Na
two salt flakes of 5-mm thickness were placed on top of th
two diamonds inside the gasket hole. For each experim
5-mm sized ruby chips were placed in the transparent par
the gasket hole far away from the sample to prevent th
contact. The experiment with argon as the pressure med
was performed to compare the results with those obtai
with the NaCl medium, including the possibility of reaction
between boron and any residual gas~e.g., oxygen and nitro-
gen!. In the argon runs, the sample was bridged by two sm
pieces~less than 10mm! of the same boron at the bottom
edge of the gasket hole to prevent sample contact with
diamonds before loading the argon~Fig. 1!. The well-heated
non-contact area was larger than 60mm, a size that assure
that x rays can distinguish theP-T processed region from th
edge and the bridging piece of boron. In these experime
the pressurized sample was first heated to temperatures
ing from 1500 to 3500 K on one spot; while maintainin
constant heating conditions, the cell was then slowly tra

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the sample in a rhenium gas
with an argon pressure transmitting medium.
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lated to uniformly heat the entire sample. In this way hi
P-T processing under the same controlled conditions w
achieved. After the sample was heated homogeneously
laser was turned off and the sample quenched to room t
perature. These temperature-quenched samples were e
ined by synchrotron x-ray diffraction bothin situ and at am-
bient pressure. In the pressure-quenched experiment, N
was removed by a drop of water and the sample was held
a bamboo needle.

The experiments were mostly carried out at supercond
ing wiggler beam line X17C of the National Synchrotro
Light Source ~NSLS!, Brookhaven National Laboratory
With the pairs of adjustable front slits and clean-up slits
2003200-mm2 x-ray beam for diffraction was reduced t
dimensions as small as 15320mm2 in our high temperature
quenched sample measurements and 40340mm2 in equa-
tion of state measurements. This produced a sharp, c
spatial distribution. This beam profiling is required for acc
rate probing of weak scattering samples located in
;100-mm gasket hole in the diamond cell. To overcome t
effects of coarse graining of the sample and sample rec
tallization during in situ highP-T experiments, a diamond
cell rotation technique was developed to allow a minimu
angle resolution of 0.005° in a cell mounted on a hig
precision, motor-driven rotation stage. This stage, toget
with the fine alignment of the cell, locates the sample
within less than a 5-mm error of the rotation center positio
within a 360° rotation. X rays collimated on the center of
vertical sample plane of;50 mm in diameter can be accu
rately positioned on the sample during the stage rotation~x
rotation!. To overcome effects of coarse crystallinity, we co
lected a diffraction pattern at each step of thex rotation
within a prescribed time limit. We could also continual
rotate the cell while investigating phase transitions, es
cially for high-pressure melting point determination. Th
provides us with a diffraction versusx-angle image, an im-
age that contains the same information as that taken from
angle dispersive image plate. Coordinating thex rotation
with different 2u within the opening cone of the rear ce
seat, we could accurately map the whole diffracting co
space defined by the seat’s opening. This method comb
both the advantages of the intense x-ray source from an
ergy dispersive diffraction experiment and full spatial cov
age of angle-dispersive diffraction. The most important a
vantage is that this method can accurately distinguish v
weak diffraction peaks in a single pattern when thex and 2u
angles are matched to the diffraction condition.15

Additional measurements were performed using mo
chromatic x-ray diffraction techniques at beamlineC of the
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source~CHESS!. The
Si~111! diffraction plane was chosen to generate a 0.495
monochromatic x-ray beam. A pinhole of 30mm in diameter
was used to confine the incident beam size and imag
plates used for detector. A very thin NaCl flake was plac
on the bottom diamond of the cell and its diffraction lin
were used to calibrate the sample to plate distance. E
sample examined was subjected to the sameP-T conditions
described above.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Room-temperature equation of state

Figure 2 shows the diffraction pattern of boron measu
as a function of pressure at room temperature. All ma
diffraction lines were found to shift continuously as a fun
tion of pressure. Figure 3 shows theP-V relations of
b-boron to 30.7 GPa together with previous neutron data
10 GPa. Fitting theP-V data to a Birch-Murnaghan equatio
of state yields a bulk modulus ofK0T5205(616) GPa and
K0T8 54.3 (61.6); with fixed K0T8 54; it yields K0T5208
(63). The data are in good agreement with the neut
results6 within the error range. The larger covered press
range is expected to provide a better constraint. Notably,
individual axial compressibilities differ. Figure 4 shows th
pressure dependence of the lattice parameters ofb-boron.
Our data show that thea and c axes decrease by 1.3% an
2.2% at 10 GPa. Our fit gives a decrease inc/a of 0.09%/

FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction pressure dependence of the~rhombo-
hedral! b-boron. These patterns were taken without the step-rota
method; spectra were background corrected.

FIG. 3. Equation of state of boron compared with previous w
~room temperature, no heating!. The error shown on the figure in
dicates those caused by refinement error of cell parameter an
estimated pressure error of 0.05 GPa.
17411
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GPa below 10 GPa. We found that using a smaller amoun
NaCl ~or no pressure medium! generates higher anisotrop
compression and causes higher experimental error. Ourp-V
data also indicate that thec/a ratio remains constant at pres
sures higher than 10 GPa. No phase transformation is
served on room temperature compression. This is consis
with the smooth drop in room-temperature electrical resis
ity measured over the pressure range.9

B. P-T quench results

Laser-heating experiments were conducted above 10 G
At these pressures graphitization of the anvil is avoided
cause diamond is the stable high-pressure phase. From
ible observation after heating at high pressure, we found
the color of the sample is red in transmitted light, and opaq
in reflected light. This phenomenon is typical ofT-192
boron.2 The x-ray diffraction pattern clearly shows a pha
transformation compared to that before heating~Fig. 5!. To
carefully investigate the transition, we prepared seve
samples using stainless steel, rhenium, and diam
gaskets16 with different pressure media~NaCl and argon!,
and measured x-ray diffraction with both the energy disp
sive two-dimensional and angle dispersive image plate m
ods. Figure 6 shows the energy dispersive x-ray diffract
pattern from a temperature-quenched boron sample at
GPa after heating to 2280 K using the diamond-cell rotat
method. The upper part is essentially a three-dimensio
plot where the intensities of the x rays are represented by
darkness of the image. The continuous vertical lines are fr
NaCl, and all short vertical segments are from the bo
sample. The lower part of the figure shows the integra
diffraction pattern. The diffraction from the heated samp
appears mostly in one 5° step, meaning that the sample
crystallized after heating and became very coarsely crys
line. It can be seen clearly from the step rotation method t
we can resolve very weak diffraction in a sample with stro
preferred orientation, whereas in the integrated pattern, m
of the diffraction lines are not distinguishable. This is
improvement in the high pressure x-ray diffraction tec

n
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FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of the unit-cell parameter.
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nique, especially for weakly scattering samples exhibit
significant preferred orientation.

Table I lists the indexed diffraction peaks from a sam
examined in situ at 11.7 GPa after heated at 2280 K by
energy dispersive method using a diamond gasket. This
tern can be indexed on a tetragonal cella510.058
(60.006), c513.77(60.02) Å, and V51393(62) Å3.
The pattern taken by the angle dispersive method for
same sample yields the tetragonal cell parametersa
510.081(60.004), c513.741(60.008) Å, and V51396
(62) Å3, respectively. The difference is ascribed to the s
tem calibration error for the two different techniques. T
pressure-quenched sample can also be refined as a tetra
structure with cell parametersa510.161(60.004), c
513.71(60.01) Å, andV51415(61) Å3 from angle dis-
persive diffraction data. The calculated densityr is 2.410~2!
g cm23 assuming 190 atoms in the unit cell.

The so-called T-192 ~or tetragonal II or III or
b-tetragonal! phase was first reported by Talleyet al.17 by
reduction of BBr3 on hot tungsten and other metals at te
peratures from 1543 to 1823 K. The cell parameters w
also given asa510.12(60.01), c514.17(60.01), andV
51457.3 Å for a CVD grown sample.18 These are consisten
with our experimental results. The slight difference is pro

FIG. 5. Comparison diffraction pattern before and after heat
at 2280 K. The vertical bar marks the NaCl difraction peaks, fl
rescence and escape peaks. Before heating the pressure me
by ruby was 12.5 GPa. After heating the pressure dropped to
GPa. NaCl peaks showing higher pressure according to its equ
of state, which became comparable after heating.
17411
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ably due to the residual stress in the sample upon reco
from high pressure. The diffraction obtained with an arg
pressure medium give refined cell parameters ofa510.10
(60.02), c513.62(60.03) Å, V51388(64) Å3, and r
52.364(60.004) g cm23 at 12.4 GPa, consistent with th
NaCl medium results within the error range. This compa
son allows us to eliminate the possibility that the transform
tion arises from boron reacting with other elements. The
sults are consistent with the transformation ofR-105 boron to
the quenchable T-192 form after high-pressure/high
temperature processing.

We examinedR-105 boron at higher pressures and simi
temperature, and quenched the sample to ambient condi
for x-ray diffraction measurements. Over the pressure ra
studied~to 30.7 GPa!, the phase undergoes a highP-T trans-
formation. Our results further indicate that the transform
tion boundary has a negativeP-T slope. The phase thus ap
pears to be both a high-pressure~high density! and high-
temperature~high entropy! phase. Earlier experiments2 show
that whenT-192 boron is heated at ambient pressure,
rhombohedral modification appears, indicating that the
tragonal form is not a stable phase under ambient conditio
If the transformation occurs at higher pressure at room te
perature, the transition may be responsible for the chang
electrical resistivity found near 35 GPa and 300 K~Ref. 10!.

C. Implications for bonding changes

An examination of the bonding properties of boron pha
provides insight into the present observations. TheP-V work
~to 30.7 GPa! is not sufficient to drive cluster fragmentation
even at high temperature~cf. Ref. 11!. The R-105 rhombo-
hedral unit cell can be considered as consisting of one B
~B10-B-B10! chemical unit. The B84 unit is actually a B12
12B6 unit, i.e., one B12 icosahedron directly bonded to
other half B12 icosahedra in the unit cell. The B10 unit m
be derived from condensation of three B12 icosahe
around a threefold axis of the cell2,19 @see Fig. 7~a!#. It is
located among three nearest B12 icosahedra, sharing b
with them to form a three-dimensional framework in whic
all boron atoms are a part of an icosahedron. We recog
this as the more extended B12 icosahedral framework.
T-192 structure, however, contains four B21-2B12-B2
units. Each B12 icosahedron is directly linked to six adjac
B12 icosahedra, five B21 twinned icosahedra and one sin
boron atom.17 Instead of forming a bond with a B10 cluste
through the half icosahedron in theT-105 structure, the B12
icosahedron forms a bond with B21 clusters. The B21 uni
the T-192 structure is a twinned icosahedron, with thr
common atoms on a shared triangle of the icosahedra@Fig.
7~b!#.2,17 This provides a mechanism for producing a den
structure starting with the long-range icosahedral framew
in R-105 boron.

Two B10 clusters and one single atom form a B10-B-B
chain in the rhombohedral phase. One atom from a B10
is shared by three B84 clusters and six others are share
two of the B84 clusters. The three unshared atoms
bonded to one atom at the center of the chain. Our compr
ibility data for R-105 shows that thea axis is more rigid than
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Step-rotated x-ray diffraction image with an integrated pattern of boron in NaCl at 11.7 GPa. Top: the image of diff
within a 100°x rotation; lower: calculated pattern from boron T-192 structure with the cell parameter refined from the data at 11
middle: the black bar indicates the position of NaCl and the escaped line.
g

th

to

of
r in
thec axis ~hexagonal setting! below 10 GPa. Thec-axis cor-
responds to the@111# direction of the rhombohedral settin
along with the B10-B-B10 chain direction~threefold axis!.
The results show that the B10-B-B10 chain is softer than
17411
e

B84-B84 chain under pressure, a condition that may lead
icosahedra twinning on compression. Unlike in theR-105
structure where the B21 cluster forms one bond with each
the three half icosahedra of the B84 chain, the B21 cluste
onal
TABLE I. EDXRD pattern ofT-quenched born at 11.7 GPa with refinement cell symmetry: tetrag
a510.058(60.006),c513.72(60.02), andV51393(62).

h k l d d ~calc! d ~diff.! h k l d d ~calc.! d ~diff.!

2 0 0 5.169 5.029 0.140 6 0 1 1.662 1.664 20.002
1 2 1 4.282 4.276 0.006 3 5 3 1.613 1.615 20.002
2 0 2 4.030 4.061 20.031 6 2 0 1.592 1.590 0.002
2 2 1 3.498 3.443 0.055 5 4 1 1.562 1.561 0.001
0 0 4 3.438 3.442 20.004 5 1 6 1.495 1.496 20.001
4 0 0 2.508 2.514 20.006 4 5 3 1.484 1.486 20.002
2 0 5 2.422 2.415 0.007 6 2 4 1.441 1.444 20.003
4 0 2 2.366 2.362 0.004 7 1 2 1.395 1.393 0.002
1 4 2 2.301 2.299 0.002 7 2 0 1.384 1.382 0.002
1 0 6 2.282 2.237 0.045 7 0 3 1.369 1.371 20.002
4 1 3 2.155 2.154 0.001 6 4 2 1.361 1.367 20.006
3 3 3 2.110 2.106 0.004 6 1 6 1.343 1.342 0.001
3 1 5 2.076 2.082 20.006 4 6 3 1.334 1.334 0.000
4 3 0 2.015 2.012 0.003 5 1 8 1.296 1.297 20.001
3 4 2 1.942 1.931 0.011 2 2 10 1.282 1.284 20.002
4 4 0 1.787 1.778 0.009 8 0 0 1.257 1.257 0.000
5 3 0 1.731 1.725 0.006 8 3 2 1.160 1.160 0.000
6 0 0 1.677 1.676 0.001
6-5
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the T-192 structure forms only one bond with the B12 clu
ter, indicating that inter-cluster bonding is weakened at h
pressure. Detailed structure refinements~e.g., based on single
crystal diffraction! are required to confirm this picture.

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of the B21 cluster of boron in d
ferent unit cells:~a! B21 as a chain in the R-105 unit cell, and~b!
B21 as twinned icosahedra in the T-192 unit cell.
e
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the compressibility ofR-105 boron
to 30.7 GPa and determined a bulk modulus of 205~616!
GPa. We found that thea direction ofR-105 boron~hexago-
nal setting! is less compressible thanc, which indicates that
the B10-B-B10 chain is less rigid than the B12 cluster. W
have also demonstrated that boron transforms to a tetrag
phase at pressures higher then 10 GPa after heating at
peratures higher than 1500 K. The results suggest that
phase is the previously establishedT-192 phase, or one
closely related to it. The negativeP-T slope on transforma-
tion from B-105 ~in the absence of other transitions! indi-
cates that the phase is both a high density and high ent
phase. We ascribe the transformation to both interclu
bonding adjustments around the B12 unit and the defor
tion of the B21 unit, and point toward an increasing role
multicenter bonding in boron in this range of pressures.
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